
8th December 2017

Far East to North Europe Network Change
Far East to Mediterranean Network Change

To Customer,

Our AE2 and AE11 products have faced significant reliability challenges largely driven by
Asian port congestions leading to delays in ports. These delays have hampered our ability
to deliver a second-to-none product reliability to our customers. To ensure an on-time
arrival at destination for our customers we have seen regular port omissions.

As there is no outlook for improvement in the Asian port situation, and to ensure a
stable product to our customers, we have been forced to make a temporary adjustment to
our network in westbound direction.

AE2 Network change:
Effective week 51, and until further notice, the AE2 will no longer call Shanghai. The first
vessel
that will not call Shanghai will be Monaco Maersk 750W, ETA Shanghai 22 December
2017.

The alternative port coverage will be as follows:

- Shanghai to Felixstowe: AE1
- Shanghai to Antwerp: AE6
- Shanghai to Algeciras: AE7 to connect cargo to AE2 in Tanjung Pelepas

AE11 Network change:
Effective week 51, and until further notice, the AE11 will no longer call Chiwan. The first
vessel which will not call Chiwan will be MSC Rosa 749W, ETA Chiwan 21 December 2017.

The alternative port coverage will be as follows:

- Chiwan to Barcelona/Valencia: AE12/AE20/AE15 to connect cargo to AE11 in Singapore
- Chiwan to Malta: AE12/AE20/AE15 to connect cargo to AE11 in Singapore
- Chiwan to La Spezia: AE20

While we realise these changes impact our customers’ product out of Shanghai and
Chiwan, we are confident this will greatly improve the customer experience for shipments
out of other load ports.

We apologise for the inconvenience caused and want to thank you for your business and
look forward to continuously serving your global transportation needs.

Best regards,
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